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cancers to have changed much In Incidence during the 20th century are
stomach and uterine cancers, both of which have become much less common.
So it seems probable that most cases of the cancers that are common today
are not being caused by the products of modern industry.  In fact, the
same conclusion can be reached in quite a different way, because the
incidence and age-specific death rate from many of the common nonrespi-
ratory cancers has been found to be higher in certain nonindustrialized
nations like New Zealand than in the United States.  It seems likely,
therefore, that the common cancers not attributable to smoking are re-
lated, for the most part, not to Industrialization but to various other
long-standing features of our lifestyle, especially diet.
Experimentally Induced Carcinogenesis
Before considering how Ingredients of the diet (or any other factor
that varies from one population to another) could determine the inci-
dence of cancer, it would be helpful if we had more information about
the kinds of event that can turn a normal cell into a cancer cell. In
principle, this information can come from experimental studies of car-
cinogenesis.
Much of this report is concerned with certain experimental systems
for producing (or preventing) cancer in animals. These experiments show
that a variety of treatments and agents affect the Incidence of cancer.
If only one general class of agent or treatment had proved to be carcino-
genic, It would then have been clear what kinds of substance we should,
if possible, be trying to eradicate from our lifestyle or environment.
In fact, a bewildering array of agents and treatments have been shown to
influence the Incidence of cancer In animals.
The most widely studied method for producing cancer is to expose an
animal to repeated doses of any physical or chemical agetit that damages
DNA and causes mutations. In certain instances it has been possible to
show that the cancers produced by these agents are Indeed arising as the
consequence of damage to DNA. This has led people to postulate that the
substances that are the important determinants of cancer In humans will,
for the most part, prove to be agents that produce mutations. The idea
Is attractive because the cancer cell plainly has a defect that can be
inherited by all Its descendents. Moreover, several quick and inexpen-
sive methods have been developed for detecting mutagens in our environ-
ment. However, It is clear that .many, perhaps most, examples of carcln-
ogenesls in laboratory animals actually proceed by way of a sequence
of steps, some of which are brought about by the mutageus, whereas other,
later steps are driven by agents (promoters) that are not mutagenic.
Oae of the most fully ftudled examples of "multistep" carcinogeneeis
Is the laduccloa 'of skin *; earner In .mice., The first step, referred to as
• can be prod*ic&4 bj'>fcwy> of ;a, -wtde-raiitge of\ mutageiis.- -The •gtep
appears to occur rapidly and to be essentially irreversible and Is assumed

